Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP) syndrome

Familial Adenomatous Polyposis (FAP) syndrome is a hereditary genetic syndrome that predisposes individuals to develop hundreds to thousands of adenomatous polyps, in addition to colorectal cancer, papillary thyroid cancer and others. In childhood, patients with FAP are at risk for developing a type of liver cancer called hepatoblastoma typically before age 5, as well as certain types of brain tumors such as medulloblastoma.

**Cause**
FAP is caused by inherited genetic changes in the APC gene. A child of a parent diagnosed with FAP has a 50 percent chance of inheriting this condition.

**Diagnosis**
FAP can be diagnosed through genetic testing, which is typically performed by a genetic counselor.

**Treatment and surveillance**
Guidelines and recommendations exist for surveillance of children and adults with FAP.
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